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ABSTRACT Carbon nanoscrolls (CNSs) belong to the same class of carbon-based nanomaterials
as carbon nanotubes but are much less studied in spite of their great potential for applications
in nanotechnology and bioengineering. Fundamental description, understanding and regulation
of such materials will ultimately lead to a new generation of integrated systems that utilize their
unique properties. In this review, we describe some of the recent advances in theoretical investi-
gation on structural and dynamical behavior of CNS, as well as relevant simulation techniques.
Theoretically it has been found that a stable equilibrium core size of CNS can be uniquely de-
termined or tuned from the basal graphene length, the interlayer spacing, the interaction energy
between layers of CNS and the bending stiffness of graphene. Perturbations of the surface energy,
which can be controlled by an electric field, will cause a CNS to undergo breathing oscillatory
motion as well as translational rolling motion on a substrate. The tunable core size of CNS also
enables it to serve potentially as transmembrane water channels in biological systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
Carbon nanoscrolls (CNSs) have attracted significant interests in recent years[1–6]. Unlike the tubular

structure of carbon nanotubes (CNT), a CNS is made of a continuous graphene sheet rolled up in a
spiral form. CNS was first discovered in a chemical synthesis route when graphite was intercalated with
potassium metal, exfoliated with ethanol and then sonicated[1]. Recently, a simple and effective way has
been developed to fabricate CNS on SiO2/Si substrate, in which a graphene sheet extracted mechanically
from graphite was found to spontaneously roll into CNS in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solvent[2]. Due to
their unique topology, CNSs have shown unique structural[7–11] , dynamical[8] and electronic[2,7,12,13]

properties. More specifically, a stable formation of CNS was found to exist with energy lower than
that of the precursor graphene[8]. The core of CNS can be significantly changed upon charge injection,
which makes it a natural choice for a new class of efficient nanoacutators[13]. The flexible core and large
surface area also enable the CNS to be potential utilized for hydrogen storage[9–11]. Recent experiments
on electrical-transport measurements[2] show that the resistance of CNS is weakly gate-dependent but
strongly temperature-dependent. In addition, the CNS can sustain a high current density, suggesting
that it might be a good candidate for microcircuit interconnects.

Among various potential interests, the mechanics of CNS is an important issue that must be addressed
in order to apply CNS successfully in future devices. Of particular interest is the fundamental basis
for stability[14,15], structural and dynamical behaviors of CNS[16–19]. The present paper is aimed at a
review of recent theoretical studies as well as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the mechanical
properties and behaviors of CNSs.
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II. EQUILIBRIUM CORE SIZE OF CARBON NANOSCROLLS

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a carbon nanoscroll with inner radius r0, outer radius R and interlayer spacing h, subjected
to pressure p.

The equilibriumcore size ofCNShas been obtained theoretically andverifiedbyMDsimulations[14,15].
Consider a free standing CNS rolled up from a graphene sheet of length B and width L, with inter
core radius r0, outer radius R and interlayer spacing h (Fig.1). The total free energy of this system
is composed of three terms: the elastic bending energy, the surface energy and the work done by the
pressure. Under an infinitesimal variation in core radius r0, the change in bending energy of the scroll
is

dW = −πDL
h

R2 − r20
R2

dr0
r0

(1)

where D is the bending stiffness. On the other hand, the change in total surface energy of the CNS is

dΓ = 2πγL (dr0 + dR) = 2πγL
(
1 +

r0
R

)
dr0 (2)

where γ is the surface energy per unit area. The corresponding work done by the pressure is

dΦ = −pi2πLr0dr0 + pe2πLRdR = −2πLr0dr0p (3)

where p = pi − pe, pe and pi being the external and internal pressures of CNS, respectively. The
equilibrium core size can be calculated by setting dE = dW + dΓ + dΦ = 0, which yields
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where R =
√
Bh/π + r20.

The stability of the system requires d2E/dr2 ≥ 0. Under constant pressure, this condition is reduced
to

d2E

dr20
=
DBL

R2r20
+

2DBL

R4
+ 2πγL

(
1

R
− r20
R3

)
− 2πL (pi − pe) ≥ 0 (6)

Taking the parameters as D=0.11 nN·nm,γ = 0.4 nN/nm, h=0.34 nm and B=200 nm, Fig.2 shows the
second derivative of the free energy with respect to the core size. In the absence of a pressure difference
(p = pi−pe = 0), d2E/dr2 is always greater than zero, indicating that the equilibrium configuration of
CNS is stable. Figure 3(a) shows how the surface energy, the bending stiffness, the interlayer spacing
of graphene and the length of graphene sheet influence the core size of the CNS. Figure 3(b) plots
evolution of the potential energy (elastic energy plus surface energy) as a function of the core size.
The results shown in Figs.2 and 3 clearly indicate that there exists a stable configuration of CNS with
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Fig. 2. Second derivative of the free energy of a CNS with respect to its core size. The dashed line is for the case without
pressure difference (pi − pe = 0) and solid line for a finite pressure difference (pi − pe �= 0)[15].

Fig. 3. (a) The ratio between surface energy and bending modulus of graphene as a function of the CNS core size, (b) the
potential energy as a function of the core size. All results are obtained in vacuum. The squares are the MD results and
solid line is the theoretical prediction[14].

an equilibrium core size. Under constant pressure p = pi − pe �= 0, however, d2E/dr2 is greater than
zero only when the core size is below some critical value r0C (Fig.2). This indicates that there is a
critical pressure for a given core radius or a critical core size for a given pressure, beyond which the
CNS becomes mechanically unstable.

MD simulations have been performed to verify the theoretical predictions. In particular, the package
Gromacs 4 has been used to simulate the core size of CNS[20]. The graphene is described by a Morse
bond, a harmonic cosine term for the bond angle, a cosine term for torsion and a Lennard-Jones (L-J)
term for the van der Waals (vdW) interaction as[21]

U (rij , θijk, φijkl) = KCr

[
e−kC(rij−rC) − 1

]2
+

1

2
KCθ (cos θijk − cos θC)2

+
1

2
KCφ [1− cos(2φijkl)] + 4εCC

[(
σCC

rij

)12

−
(
σCC

rij

)6
]

(7)

where kC defines the steepness of the Morse potential well, rij denotes the distance between two
bonded atoms, θijk and φijkl are the bending and torsional angles, rC , θC and φC are the reference
geometrical parameters for graphene, KCr,KCθ and KCφ are the force constants of stretching, bending
and torsion, respectively, whereas σCC and εCC are the L-J parameters for carbon. Selected values of
the simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. Room temperature (300 K) and atmospheric pressure
(1 bar) are maintained in all simulations. The MD results agree well with the theoretical predictions
(Fig.3), indicating that the theoretical model is capable of predicting the core size of CNS.
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Table 1. Parameters of interaction potential used in the molecular dynamics simulations[21]

KCr = 47890 kJmol−1nm−2 rC =0.142 nm kC = 21.867 nm−1

KCθ = 562.2 kJmol−1 θC = 120◦ εCC = 0.4396 kJmol−1

KCφ = 25.12 kJmol−1 φC = 180◦ σCC = 0.385 nm

III. BREATHING MOTION OF CNS
One possible application of CNS is a nano-oscillator with high breathing oscillatory frequency. The

breathing motion of CNS has been investigated via theoretical model and MD simulations[16] . Figure 4
illustrates schematically the breathing oscillatory motion of a CNS. Such oscillation can be initiated by
suddenly decreasing the interlayer interaction energy to generate a small perturbation in the system. As
a consequence of this perturbation, the CNS starts to oscillate with periodic expansion and contraction
phases with circumferential velocity vC and radial velocity vR. During the expansion phase, the kinetic
energy first increases as the potential energy decreases to a minimum value (Fig.4(b)) and then decreases
as the potential energy increases to a maximum value (Fig.4(c)). At that point, the contraction phase
starts, with potential and kinetic energies going through a similar cycle of growth and decay as in
the expansion phase. In this way, the CNS moves back to its initial configuration (Fig.4(a)) and one
oscillatory cycle is completed.

Fig. 4. The breathing oscillatory motion of a carbon nanoscroll[16].

To quantify the above oscillatory motion, it will be convenient to consider the core radius of a CNS
as the controlling degree of freedom. It has been previously shown that a stable equilibrium value of r0
can be uniquely determined from the basal graphene length B, the interlayer spacing h, the interaction
energy γ and the bending stiffness D. Given the existence of such an equilibrium value for r0, the
breathing oscillation is defined as the oscillatory motion associated with slight perturbations of r0 from
its equilibrium value. The breathing motion of the CNS can be described using Lagrange’s equation

∂ (K − V )

∂r0
− d

dt

∂ (K − V )

∂ṙ0
− ∂F

∂ṙ0
= 0 (8)

where K denotes the kinetic energy and V the potential energy; F is Rayleigh’s dissipation function, t
is the time and over-dot represents time derivative. The potential energy of the system is obtained as

V =
πDL

h
ln

(
R

r0

)
+ 2πγL (r0 +R)− πr20Lp (9)

The kinetic energy in the system could be evaluated as

K =
1

2
Mv2

C =
2π2Mr20 ṙ

2
0

h2
(10)

whereM is the total mass of the CNS. There also exists a viscous damping force with ∂F/∂ṙ0 = C(T )ṙ0,
where C(T ) is a damping coefficient which depends on the temperature T of the system. Combining
all terms together, the Lagrange equation of motion is derived as
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which can be used to study dynamic expansion/contraction of a CNS. In particular, for the breathing
oscillatory motion around an equilibrium configuration, a solution in the form r0 (t) = r0e + ε (t) needs
to be solved, where ε (t) is a small perturbation and r0e is a static equilibrium core size satisfying
Eq.(4). For small perturbations ε (t), only first order terms ε, ε̇, ε̈ are kept in the Lagrange equation
and a governing equation for the breathing oscillation as ε̈+ 2ςω0ε̇+ ω2

0ε = 0 is obtained, where
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is identified as the oscillation frequency and

ς =
Cα

8πρLB2ω0
(13)

is the effective damping factor. Here, ρ is the material density and α = Bh/(πr20e) is the ratio between
the cross-sectional area of the CNS and that inside the core. Equation (12) suggests that the oscillatory
frequency ω0 is related to the bending modulus D, the surface energy γ, the length of graphene B, the
interlayer spacing h and the relative pressure p. The effective damping ς is related to the frequency ω0,
the CNS width L as well as the damping coefficient C.

Figure 5(c) plots the relation between the oscillatory frequency and surface energy by taking the

rest of the parameters as p=0, B=24 nm, D=0.11 nNnm, ρ = 2267 kg/m3 and h=0.34 nm. The result
indicates that the oscillatory frequency increases with the surface energy. On the other hand, if the
surface energy is fixed at γ = 0.1 nN/nm, Fig.5(d) shows the oscillatory frequency as a function of the
graphene length B, indicating that the frequency can be raised by shortening the graphene length.

To verify the theoretical model, MD simulations are conducted with the non-bonded vdW interactions
as described by the L-J potential

U (rij , λ) = 4λεCC

[(
σCC

rij

)12

−
(
σCC

rij

)6
]

(14)

where εCC = 0.3601 kJ/mol, σCC = 0.34 nm and λ is a tuning parameter (0 < λ ≤ 1) that can be used
to tune the core size of a CNS. In MD simulations of oscillation around an equilibrium configuration
characterized by a specific λ, an initial equilibrium structure is set up at a slightly perturbed state
λ+δλ, where δλ is typically taken to be 0.2. The oscillation of the CNS is initiated by setting the tuning
parameter back to the reference value λ. Experimentally, the small perturbation δλ can be imposed
by applying an electric field to reduce the effective surface energy of the CNS[18]. The simulations are
conducted using LAMMPS[22] with microcanonical NVE ensemble, initial temperature 10 K and time
step 1 fs.

The simulation results confirm the gigahertz breathing oscillatory motion of CNSs (Figs.5(a) and
5(c)). The theoretical result in Eq.(12) shows that the oscillating frequency depends on the surface
energy which is controlled by the vdW interaction parameter λ in the simulations. The results of an
armchair CNS with the same length B = 24 nm show similar behaviors as that of the zigzag CNS
(Figs.5(b) and 5(c)), suggesting that the effect of chirality on the oscillating frequency is relatively
minor. It is found that the shorter the graphene length, the higher the oscillating frequency (Figs.5(d)).
Figs.5(c) and 5(d) show that the MD results are in good agreement with the corresponding predictions
from our theoretical model.

An interesting question is how a CNS responds to an applied oscillating field near the resonant
frequency of the system. To mimic an applied AC electric field, the energy tuning parameter varies
according to
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Fig. 5. Gigahertz oscillatory motion of carbon nanoscrolls (CNSs). MD simulation results for the interlayer interaction
energy (red line) and fundamental frequency (blue square) as functions of time for (a) zigzag or (b) armchair CNSs. The
length B of the basal graphene sheet is taken to be 24 nm and tuning parameter λ is 0.8, (c) the fundamental frequency as
a function of the surface energy of CNSs. The solid line is the theoretical prediction, whereas the squares or circles are the
simulation results for zigzag or armchair CNSs, respectively, (d) the fundamental frequency as a function of the grapehene

length. The solid line is the theoretical prediction, and the squares are the simulation results for zigzag CNSs[16].

Fig. 6. The maximum core radius of a CNS subjected to an oscillating interlayer interaction energy with frequency ω

(inset), simulating resonance under an applied AC electric field[16].

λ (t) =
1− β

2
[1 + cos (ωt)] + β (15)

where ω is the frequency of the applied field and β is a parameter depending on the field strength.
Consider a simulation system with B = 24 nm and β = 0.6, λ varies from 0.6 to 1 with a mean value of
0.8 (see the inset of Fig.6). Figure 6 shows that the maximum inner core radius varies with the applied
frequency ω, with a peak value at ω ∼ 30 GHz, which is quite close to the fundamental frequency about
27 GHz at λ = 0.8 for the selected CNS. Note that the core of the CNS is significantly widened at the
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resonant frequency. This phenomenon may be particularly useful in designing controllable CNS-based
drug and gene loading/release systems.

IV. ROLLING MOTION OF CNS ON SUBSTRATE
The previous studies have been focused on the behaviors of a free standing CNS. Inspired by recent

experiments on the fabrication of CNSs on solid substrates[2], the authors have developed a theory of
linear actuator based on substrate-supported CNSs; they conduct molecular dynamics simulations to
demonstrate the principle of such linear actuation through controlled forward and backward rolling of
a CNS on a graphite substrate as its surface energy is tuned by an applied DC/AC electric field[17].

Figure 7 displays some snapshots from MD simulations of a linear nanoactuator based on a CNS
supported on a graphite substrate. A multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) has been added to the
system to aid the initial formation of the CNS[19] as well as to constrain its inner core size during
linear motion. With fixed CNS-substrate interaction, the CNS would roll rightward if the CNS-CNS
interaction is strong enough to overcome the CNS-graphite interaction as well as the contribution from
elastic bending of CNS (Fig.7(a)). On the other hand, it would roll leftward if the CNS-CNS interaction
is reduced by an applied electric field (Fig.7(b)). In this manner, the CNS is controlled to move rightward
or leftward by tuning the CNS-CNS interaction energy.

Consider a CNS rolled up from a graphene sheet of length B and width L on a rigid substrate
(Fig.8). The nanoscroll has a fixed inner core radius r0, outer radius R and interlayer spacing h, and
can be rolled out into a flat graphene sheet along the substrate. In this process, the nanoscroll part of
the structure can be described by a radial function as r = r0 + [h/(2π)]ϑ, where B, h, R and r0 are
related as π

(
R2 − r20

)
= (B − x)h, where x denotes the length of the rolled out part of the graphene

sheet on substrate. As the CNS is unrolled by an infinitesimal distance δx, the outer radius R of the
CNS would decrease by 2πRδR = −hδx. The change in strain energy is then

δW =
πDL

h

δR

R
= − DL

2[(B − x)h/π + r20]
δx (16)

At the same time, the total surface energy of the CNS is altered by

δΓ = L (γCC − γCS) δx (17)

where γCC is the interlayer interaction energy of CNS and γCS is the interaction energy per unit area
between the rolled out graphene sheet and substrate. Adding the contributions from elastic energy and
surface energy, the change in total potential energy associated with an unrolling displacement δx is

δV

δx
=
δΓ

δx
+
δW

δx
(18)

Fig. 7. Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulation of carbon nanoscrolls (CNS) (red color) rolling along the graphite
substrate (yellow color). The tuning parameter for CNS-CNS interaction is (a) λCC = 1.0 or (b) λCC = 0.6. The tuning
parameter for CNS-Graphite interaction is λCS = 0.8 in both systems. To constrain the core size of CNS, a multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) is inserted inside the core of CNS (blue color)[17].
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of CNS on substrate. As the CNS rolls forward with an infinitesimal displacement δx, the
inner and outer radii of CNS change to r′

0
and R′ from r0 and R, respectively[17].

The energy release rate per unit area, corresponding to the energetic force associated with unrolling,
is therefore

f

L
= − 1

L

δV

δx
= γCS − γCC +

D

2[(B − x)h/π + r20]
(19)

The above equation shows that the net driving force can be either positive or negative, depending on the
relative magnitudes of the self-affinity (γCC) of the graphene sheet and its affinity with the substrate
(γCS). Assuming the system is mainly dominated by surface energy, the CNS would roll forward if
γCS − γCC > 0, and backward if γCS − γCC < 0. Therefore, the translational motions of CNS can be
fully controlled by adjusting the value of γCS − γCC . The equation of motion for such translational
motion can be derived from Lagrange’s equation

∂ (K − V )

∂x
− d

dt

[
∂ (K − V )

∂ẋ

]
= 0 (20)

(as before K denotes the kinetic energy and V the potential energy of the system; t is the time and
over-dot the time derivative). To evaluate the kinetic energy of the system, we consider a rolling CNS
as a rolling cylinder on a substrate with kinetic energy

K =
1

2
Mẋ2 +

1

2
JAω

2
A (21)

where JA = MR2/2 is the moment of inertia of the cylinder, ωA = ẋ/R is the angular velocity and
M = ρL (B − x) +M0 is the mass of the rolling CNS, ρ being the mass density of graphene and M0

the mass of the constricting tube in the core. Inserting Eq.(21) into Eq.(20) yields

3

2
[ρL (B − x) +M0] ẍ− 3

4
ρLẋ2 + L

{
γCC − γCS − D

2[(B − x)h/π + r20]

}
= 0 (22)

Given initial conditions and properties of the CNS and substrate, Eq.(22) can be integrated to predict
the translational motion of the CNS.

To verify the theoretical model, MD simulations are conducted with the non-bonded vdW interactions
as described by the L-J potential as shown in Eq.(13) with the tuning parameter (0 < λ ≤ 1) used
to tune the strengths of CNS-CNS, CNS-CNT or CNS-substrate interactions. For all simulations, the
CNS-graphite and CNS-CNT interactions are fixed by setting the tuning parameter at 0.8 and 1.0,
respectively. The CNS-CNS interactions, however, are tuned to different levels by setting the tuning
parameter at λCC = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 to unroll the CNS leftward, or λCC = 0.9, 1.0 to roll it rightward.
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Two layers of graphene with dimension 31×3.8 nm2 are used in the system: the bottom layer is fixed to
model the graphite substrate and the top one is rolled up into a CNS with right end fixed. A MWCNT
consisting of (5,5) and (10,10) SWCNTs is inserted into the core of CNS. Two initial configurations of
partially rolled up CNSs are selected in the simulation: one with x = 15.2 nm (Fig.7(a)) and another
with x = 1.1 nm (Fig.7(b)). The initial velocities are set to be zero.

To investigate the linear motion of CNS on substrate, Eq.(22) is numerically solved with additional
parameters set as ρ = 12×1.66054×10−27/(3

√
3/4×0.1422×10−18) kg/m2,M0 = 960×12×1.66054×

10−27 kg and L = 3.8 nm. The predicted motion of CNS for different tuning parameters, as shown in
Figs.9(a) and 9(b) (dashed lines), agrees well with the corresponding MD results (scatters), indicating
that the theoretical model is capable of predicting the rolling motion of CNS on substrate.

Constraining the core size of the CNS is essential in realizing the controlled translational motion of
CNS on substrate. To demonstrate this, MD simulation is repeated without any insertion into CNS. The
results are shown in Fig.10. It is seen that the CNS does not unroll leftward as the CNS-CNS interaction
decreases. Instead it remains at the initial position while expanding its core (Fig.10, t = 30 ps). This
simulation shows that, when its core is unconstrained, frictionless layer sliding with core expansion is
the preferred mode of energy reduction.

To reveal the underlying mechanism, the energy release rates associatedwith the rolling and expansion
of CNS are compared. The energy release rate for expansion of CNS is obtained as

fexpansion =
πD

h

R2 − r20
R2

1

r0
− 2πγCC

(
1 +

r0
R

)
(23)

and that for the rolling of CNS is given by Eq.(19). These energy release rates are plotted as a function
of the core radius in Fig.11(a) with typical parameters for the CNS on graphite. Figure 11(b) plots
the core radius as a function of surface energy of CNS. As an external field is applied, the surface

Fig. 9. Position of CNS as a function of time. Dash lines show the theoretical results and scatters show the MD results.
The CNS rolls (a) rightward or (b) leftward with different CNS-CNS interactions[17].

Fig. 10. Snapshots of MD simulation of CNS (red colour) expanding and rolling on the graphite substrate (yellow colour).

The tuning parameters for CNS-CNS and CNS-graphite interactions are λCC = 0.6 and λCS = 0.8, respectively[17].
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Fig. 11. Competing core expansion and rolling motion of a CNS on substrate. (a) The energy release rate associated with
core expansion of a CNS is seen to easily dominate over that associated with the CNS rolling on a substrate as the system
is perturbed away far from equilibrium by an external field, (b) the equilibrium core size as a function of the surface energy

of CNS. The parameters are selected as B = 31 nm, h = 0.34 nm, D = 0.11 nNnm, λCC = 0.6 and λCS = 0.8[17].

energy decreases while the equilibrium core radius increases. In this case, Fig.11(a) shows that there
is a tendency for the CNS core to expand toward the new equilibrium size, with energy release rate
orders of magnitude higher than that associated with the rolling motion.

Therefore, when an external field is applied to perturb the equilibrium state of CNS, the dominant
mode of response ofCNS is core expansion.As the inner core r0 increases, the energy release rate fexpansion

associated with core expansion drops rapidly, and eventually the rolling motion is initiated for further
energy reduction. As shown in Fig.10, the rolling motion starts only after substantial expansion of the
inner core (t = 60 ps), at which the shape of CNS has changed so much that Eq.(4) can no longer be used
to describe the elastic energy in the system. As the number of layers is reduced by core expansion, the
CNS collapses on the substrate at t = 80 ps. In this situation, the motion of CNS is rather complicated
and unpredictable. Thus the core size of CNS must be fully constrained in order to design a controllable
CNS-based nanoactuator.

To further investigate the role of CNT insertion, Zhang and Li[19] have studied this rolling problem
through MD simulations and demonstrate that the CNT can also induce spontaneous rolling of a
graphene sheet on substrate into CNS. The rolling process is controlled by the CNT size, the interlayer
interaction energy of CNS, γCC , and the interaction energy per unit area between the rolled out graphene
sheet and substrate, γCS . It is shown that CNT helps to overcome the energy barrier to form an overlap
in graphene, which then spontaneously roll up into a CNS. The critical parameters governing the
formation of CNS are elucidated through a phase diagram[19]. Other studies on the formation of CNSs
from graphene have also been investigated via MD simulations, e.g. nanodroplets assisting rolling of
graphene[23] and spontaneous rolling of graphene nanoribbons[24,25].

V. TUNABLE CORE SIZE OF CNS
As stated, the equilibrium core size of CNS is controlled by the surface energy of CNS, the bending

modulus of graphene, the interlayer space and the basal graphene length. Changing any of these pa-
rameters would lead to variations, or tuning, of the core size of CNS. In particular, tuning the surface
energy of CNS to control its core size seems feasible. Theoretically it has been demonstrated that the
surface energy of CNS would decrease upon the application of an electric field[18]. Thus the core size
of CNS can be tuned through an electric field.

An applied electric field will cause carbon atoms to be polarized with the following dipole-dipole
interactions[26]

V (r12) =
1

4πε0 |r12|3
[
|p1| |p2| − 3 (r12 · p1) (r12 · p2)

|r12|2
]

(24)
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Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of two dipoles in CNS induced by an electric field applied in the axial direction[18].

where |r12| is the distance between dipole 1 and dipole 2, p1 = 4πε0α1E is the induced dipole moment,
E being the applied electric field, ε0 the vacuum permittivity and α1 the polarizability of atom 1. It
has been previously shown that the polarizability of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) in the
axial direction is one order of magnitude higher than that perpendicular to the axis[27]. Therefore, for
simplicity, only the axial polarizability of carbon atoms in the CNS is considered. Consider two dipoles
induced by electric field E with dipole moment p1 and p2 as shown in Fig.12.

The distance of the two dipoles is

|r12| =
√
r̃21 + r̃22 − 2r̃1r̃2 cos (θ1 − θ2) + z2 (25)

where

r̃1 = r0 +
h

2π
θ1, r̃2 = r0 +

h

2π
θ2 (26)

Suppose each carbon atoms in the CNS is polarized in the electric field. The total dipole-dipole
interaction is

Φdipole =
∑
i�=j

V (rij) (27)

which can be calculated as

Φdipole = ρ1ρ2

∫ L

0

dz′
∫ 2πN

0

r̃1dθ1

∫ 2πN

θ1

r̃2dθ2

·
∫ L−z′

−z′

1

4πε0 |r3
12|
(
p1p2 − 3p1p2 cos2 α

)
dz (28)

where ρ1, ρ2 are the dipole densities, N is the winding number of the CNS, cosα = z/|r12|. Integrating
Eq.(28), one obtains

Φdipole =
(4πε0E)

2
ρ1ρ2

2πε0
edipole (N,L, r0, t) (29)

where

edipole (N,L, r0, t) =

∫ 2πN

0

∫ 2πN

θ1

r̃1r̃2α1α2

[
1√

r̃21 + r̃22 − 2r̃1r̃2 cos(θ1 − θ2)

− 1√
r̃21 + r̃22 + L2 − 2r̃1r̃2 cos (θ1 − θ2)

]
dθ2dθ1 (30)

The surface energy of the CNS due to dipole-dipole interaction can be extracted as

γdipole =
1

2πL

dΦdipole

d(r0 +R)
(31)
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Fig. 13. (a) Dipole-dipole interaction energy of a CNS as a function of the sum of the inner and outer radii. The slope
provides an estimate of the dipole induced surface energy of the CNS to be about −0.042 nN/nm with an electric field
of E=0.1 V/nm, (b) dipole induced surface energy (normalized by vdW interaction energy) as a function of the applied

electric field for different lengths of graphene[18].

The total effective surface energy of the CNS is thus

γeff = γvdW + γdipole (32)

where γvdW is the surface energy due to van der Waals interaction between carbon atoms. Figure 13(a)
shows that the total dipole interaction energy is indeed linearly proportional to the sum of the inner
and outer radii of the CNS, with a negative slope proportional to γdipole, in consistency with Eq.(31).
The fact that γdipole is negative indicates that the applied electric field tends to decrease the effective
surface energy. Figure 13(b) shows how the applied electric field influences the dipole induced surface
energy γdipole normalized by γvdW, typically about 0.2 N/m. As the electric field E varies in the range
from 0 to 0.5 V/nm, the normalized dipole surface energy changes from 0 to 32.7% for B = 50 nm or
from 0 to 100% for B = 500 nm, indicating that the electric field can significantly alter the surface
energy[28].

Based on such analysis, a class of novel, tunable water channels based on CNS was proposed with core
radius tuned over a broad size range by an applied DC/AC electric field[18]. The results demonstrated
that it is possible to use dipole-dipole interaction induced by an externally applied electric field to reduce
the effective surface energy of a CNS, so as to controllably increase its core size and the associated
water flow rate. Compared with CNT-based water channels[29–39], the CNS-based channels exhibit much
greater water permeability and sensitivity to an applied DC/AC electric field. Beside applications as
water channels, the tunable CNS channel model can also serve as ion channels across cellular membrane
or controllable nanofilters to prevent the passing of heavy metal ions or nanoparticles.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have reviewed some of the recent theoretical and molecular dynamics investiga-

tions on the mechanics of carbon nanoscrolls, focusing on the structural and dynamical behaviors of
these carbon-based materials. It has been shown theoretically that the core radius of a CNS depends
on the surface energy, the bending stiffness, the interlayer spacing, the length of the basal graphene
sheet, as well as the difference between the inner and outer pressures of CNS. A theoretical model to
describe the ‘breathing’ oscillatory motion of CNS has also been reviewed. It has been shown that the
gigahertz oscillation of CNS can be controlled by tuning the effective surface energy of the system via an
applied DC/AC electric field. The results suggest possible applications of CNS as nanooscillators and
nanoactuators. The resonant oscillation of a CNS near its fundamental frequency might be useful for
molecular loading/release in gene and drug delivery systems. We have also reviewed a theoretical model
based on the classical Lagrangian dynamics to describe the rolling and unrolling motions of CNS on
substrate. It has been found that the theoretical model is fully capable of predicting molecular dynamics
simulation results. It has been suggested that CNS based linear nanoactuators can be controlled by
tuning the effective surface energy of the system via an applied DC/AC electric field as well as adjusting
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the width of CNS. These results suggest promising applications of CNS as linear actuators and motors
in nanomechanical systems. It has also been shown that an applied DC/AC field can effectively reduce
the surface energy of CNS, so as to decrease the core size of CNS. These results suggest CNS can serve
as controllable water/ion channels in biological systems.
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